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Written by the founder and executive director of the
Quality Assurance Institute, which sponsors the most
widely accepted certification program for software testing
Software testing is a weak spot for most developers, and
many have no system in place to find and correct defects
quickly and efficiently This comprehensive resource
provides step-by-step guidelines, checklists, and
templates for each testing activity, as well as a selfassessment that helps readers identify the sections of
the book that respond to their individual needs Covers
the latest regulatory developments affecting software
testing, including Sarbanes-Oxley Section 404, and
provides guidelines for agile testing and testing for
security, internal controls, and data warehouses CDROM with all checklists and templates saves testers
countless hours of developing their own test
documentation Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of
eBook file.
A comprehensive treatment of systems and software
testing using state of the art methods and tools This
book provides valuable insights into state of the art
software testing methods and explains, with examples,
the statistical and analytic methods used in this field.
Numerous examples are used to provide understanding
in applying these methods to real-world problems.
Leading authorities in applied statistics, computer
science, and software engineering present state-of-thePage 1/30
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art methods addressing challenges faced by practitioners
and researchers involved in system and software testing.
Methods include: machine learning, Bayesian methods,
graphical models, experimental design, generalized
regression, and reliability modeling. Analytic Methods in
Systems and Software Testing presents its
comprehensive collection of methods in four parts: Part I:
Testing Concepts and Methods; Part II: Statistical
Models; Part III: Testing Infrastructures; and Part IV:
Testing Applications. It seeks to maintain a focus on
analytic methods, while at the same time offering a
contextual landscape of modern engineering, in order to
introduce related statistical and probabilistic models used
in this domain. This makes the book an incredibly useful
tool, offering interesting insights on challenges in the
field for researchers and practitioners alike. Compiles
cutting-edge methods and examples of analytical
approaches to systems and software testing from leading
authorities in applied statistics, computer science, and
software engineering Combines methods and examples
focused on the analytic aspects of systems and software
testing Covers logistic regression, machine learning,
Bayesian methods, graphical models, experimental
design, generalized regression, and reliability models
Written by leading researchers and practitioners in the
field, from diverse backgrounds including research,
business, government, and consulting Stimulates
research at the theoretical and practical level Analytic
Methods in Systems and Software Testing is an
excellent advanced reference directed toward industrial
and academic readers whose work in systems and
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software development approaches or surpasses existing
frontiers of testing and validation procedures. It will also
be valuable to post-graduate students in computer
science and mathematics.
Summary The Art of Unit Testing, Second Edition guides
you step by step from writing your first simple tests to
developing robust test sets that are maintainable,
readable, and trustworthy. You'll master the foundational
ideas and quickly move to high-value subjects like
mocks, stubs, and isolation, including frameworks such
as Moq, FakeItEasy, and Typemock Isolator. You'll
explore test patterns and organization, working with
legacy code, and even "untestable" code. Along the way,
you'll learn about integration testing and techniques and
tools for testing databases and other technologies. About
this Book You know you should be unit testing, so why
aren't you doing it? If you're new to unit testing, if you
find unit testing tedious, or if you're just not getting
enough payoff for the effort you put into it, keep reading.
The Art of Unit Testing, Second Edition guides you step
by step from writing your first simple unit tests to building
complete test sets that are maintainable, readable, and
trustworthy. You'll move quickly to more complicated
subjects like mocks and stubs, while learning to use
isolation (mocking) frameworks like Moq, FakeItEasy,
and Typemock Isolator. You'll explore test patterns and
organization, refactor code applications, and learn how
to test "untestable" code. Along the way, you'll learn
about integration testing and techniques for testing with
databases. The examples in the book use C#, but will
benefit anyone using a statically typed language such as
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Java or C++. Purchase of the print book includes a free
eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. What's Inside Create readable,
maintainable, trustworthy tests Fakes, stubs, mock
objects, and isolation (mocking) frameworks Simple
dependency injection techniques Refactoring legacy
code About the Author Roy Osherove has been coding
for over 15 years, and he consults and trains teams
worldwide on the gentle art of unit testing and test-driven
development. His blog is at ArtOfUnitTesting.com. Table
of Contents PART 1 GETTING STARTED The basics of
unit testing A first unit test PART 2 CORE TECHNIQUES
Using stubs to break dependencies Interaction testing
using mock objects Isolation (mocking) frameworks
Digging deeper into isolation frameworks PART 3 THE
TEST CODE Test hierarchies and organization The
pillars of good unit tests PART 4 DESIGN AND
PROCESS Integrating unit testing into the organization
Working with legacy code Design and testability
Many books cover functional testing techniques, but
relatively few also cover technical testing. The Software
Test Engineer's Handbook-2nd Edition fills that gap.
Authors Graham Bath and Judy McKay are core
members of the ISTQB Working Party that created the
new Advanced Level Syllabus-Test Analyst and
Advanced Level Syllabus-Technical Test Analyst. These
syllabi were released in 2012. This book presents
functional and technical aspects of testing as a coherent
whole, which benefits test analyst/engineers and test
managers. It provides a solid preparation base for
passing the exams for Advanced Test Analyst and
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Advanced Technical Test Analyst, with enough realworld examples to keep you intellectually invested. This
book includes information that will help you become a
highly skilled Advanced Test Analyst and Advanced
Technical Test Analyst. You will be able to apply this
information in the real world of tight schedules, restricted
resources, and projects that do not proceed as planned.
The classic, landmark work on software testing The
hardware and software of computing have changed
markedly in the three decades since the first edition of
The Art of Software Testing, but this book's powerful
underlying analysis has stood the test of time. Whereas
most books on software testing target particular
development techniques, languages, or testing methods,
The Art of Software Testing, Third Edition provides a
brief but powerful and comprehensive presentation of
time-proven software testing approaches. If your
software development project is mission critical, this
book is an investment that will pay for itself with the first
bug you find. The new Third Edition explains how to
apply the book's classic principles to today's hot topics
including: Testing apps for iPhones, iPads, BlackBerrys,
Androids, and other mobile devices Collaborative (user)
programming and testing Testing for Internet
applications, e-commerce, and agile programming
environments Whether you're a student looking for a
testing guide you'll use for the rest of your career, or an
IT manager overseeing a software development team,
The Art of Software Testing, Third Edition is an
expensive book that will pay for itself many times over.
Software Testing and Continuous Quality Improvement,
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Second Edition, illustrates a quality framework for
software testing in traditional structured and unstructured
environments. It explains how a continuous quality
improvement approach promotes effective testing, and it
analyzes the various testing tools and techniques that
you can choose. Section I explains the role of QA
principles and best practices in software testing. It
provides a detailed overview of basic software testing
techniques and an introduction of Deming's concept of
quality through a continuous improvement process. This
section explores the Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA)
process, which is applied to all aspects of software
testing. Section II reviews the software development life
cycle and describes how testing and continuous quality
improvement are incorporated into each phase of
development. Section III details continuous quality
improvement as part of the testing process. It breaks
down software testing into a series of tasks that apply
Deming's PDCA cycle. Section IV discusses
fundamental challenges of managing testing projects,
whether they are on-site or offshore. You learn how to
establish effective test estimations to ensure that testing
projects are on track. It also covers strategies for
monitoring and managing software defects. Section V
contains a brief history of software testing, previews
advanced futuristic testing tools, and provides guidance
for choosing the proper tool for various environments. It
provides examples of some of the most popular products
and offers a detailed methodology for evaluating them.
Extensively class-tested, this textbook takes an
innovative approach to software testing: it defines testing
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as the process of applying a few well-defined, generalpurpose test criteria to a structure or model of the
software. It incorporates the latest innovations in testing,
including techniques to test modern types of software
such as OO, web applications, and embedded software.
The book contains numerous examples throughout. An
instructor's solution manual, PowerPoint slides, sample
syllabi, additional examples and updates, testing tools for
students, and example software programs in Java are
available on an extensive website.
A highly anticipated book from a world-class authority
who has trained on every continent and taught on many
corporate campuses, from GTE to Microsoft First book
publication of the two critically acclaimed and widely
used testing methodologies developed by the author,
known as MITs and S-curves, and more methods and
metrics not previously available to the public Presents
practical, hands-on testing skills that can be used
everyday in real-life development tasks Includes three indepth case studies that demonstrate how the tests are
used Companion Web site includes sample worksheets,
support materials, a discussion group for readers, and
links to other resources

CD-ROM contains: Canned HEAT v.2.0 -- Holodeck
Lite v. 1.0.
A hands-on guide to testing techniques that deliver
reliable software and systems Testing even a simple
system can quickly turn into a potentially infinite task.
Faced with tight costs and schedules, testers need
to have a toolkit of practical techniques combined
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with hands-on experience and the right strategies in
order to complete a successful project. Worldrenowned testing expert Rex Black provides you with
the proven methods and concepts that test
professionals must know. He presents you with the
fundamental techniques for testing and clearly
shows you how to select and apply successful
strategies to test a system with budget and time
constraints. Black begins by discussing the goals
and tactics of effective and efficient testing. Next, he
lays the foundation of his technique for risk-based
testing, explaining how to analyze, prioritize, and
document risks to the quality of the system using
both informal and formal techniques. He then clearly
describes how to design, develop, and, ultimately,
document various kinds of tests. Because this is a
hands-on activity, Black includes realistic, life-sized
exercises that illustrate all of the major test
techniques with detailed solutions. By the end of this
book, you'll know more about the nuts and bolts of
testing than most testers learn in an entire career,
and you'll be ready to put those ideas into action on
your next test project. With the help of real-world
examples integrated throughout the chapters, you'll
discover how to: Analyze the risks to system quality
Allocate your testing effort appropriately based on
the level of risk Choose the right testing strategies
every time Design tests based on a system's
expected behavior (black box) or internal structure
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(white box) Plan and perform integration testing
Explore and attack the system Focus your hard work
to serve the needs of the project The author's
companion Web site provides exercises, tips, and
techniques that can be used to gain valuable
experience and effectively test software and
systems. Wiley Technology Publishing Timely.
Practical. Reliable. Visit the author's Web site at
http://www.rexblackconsulting.com/
Teaches readers how to test and analyze software to
achieve an acceptable level of quality at an
acceptable cost Readers will be able to minimize
software failures, increase quality, and effectively
manage costs Covers techniques that are suitable
for near-term application, with sufficient technical
background to indicate how and when to apply them
Provides balanced coverage of software testing &
analysis approaches By incorporating modern topics
and strategies, this book will be the standard
software-testing textbook
The software development world has changed
significantly in the past five years. Noteworthy
among its many changes is the emergence of the
"Unified Modeling Language" (UML) as an industry
standard. While thousands of software computer
professionals and students continue to rely upon the
bestselling first edition of Software Testing, the time
has come to bring it up to date. Thoroughly revised,
the second edition of Software Testing: A
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Craftsman's Approach reflects the recent growth and
changes in software standards and development.
Outdated material has been deleted and new topics,
figures, case studies now complement its solid,
accessible treatment of the mathematics and
techniques of software testing. Foremost among this
edition's refinements is the definition of a generalized
pseudocode that replaces the outdated Pascal code
used in the examples. The text is now independent
of any particular programming language. The author
has also added five chapters on object-oriented
testing, incorporated object-oriented versions of two
earlier examples, and used them in the chapter on
object-oriented testing, which he completely revised
with regard to UML. In addition, GUI testing receives
full treatment. The new edition of Software Testing
provides a comprehensive synthesis of the
fundamentals, approaches, and methods that form
the basis of the craft. Mastering its contents will
allow practitioners to make well-informed choices,
develop creative solutions, and ultimately derive the
sense of pride and pleasure that a true craftsperson
realizes from a job well done.
A superior primer on software testing and quality
assurance, from integration to execution and
automation This important new work fills the
pressing need for a user-friendly text that aims to
provide software engineers, software quality
professionals, software developers, and students
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with the fundamental developments in testing theory
and common testing practices. Software Testing and
Quality Assurance: Theory and Practice equips
readers with a solid understanding of: Practices that
support the production of quality software Software
testing techniques Life-cycle models for
requirements, defects, test cases, and test results
Process models for units, integration, system, and
acceptance testing How to build test teams,
including recruiting and retaining test engineers
Quality Models, Capability Maturity Model, Testing
Maturity Model, and Test Process Improvement
Model Expertly balancing theory with practice, and
complemented with an abundance of pedagogical
tools, including test questions, examples, teaching
suggestions, and chapter summaries, this book is a
valuable, self-contained tool for professionals and an
ideal introductory text for courses in software testing,
quality assurance, and software engineering.
Software development and quality assurance
managers can use this thorough guide to system
testing to ensure high-quality software. A worthy
reference addition to any library!
"This book teaches test managers what they need to
know to achieve advanced skills in test estimation,
test planning, test monitoring, and test control.
Readers will learn how to define the overall testing
goals and strategies for the systems being tested.
This hands-on, exercise-rich book provides
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experience with planning, scheduling, and tracking
these tasks. You'll be able to describe and organize
the necessary activities as well as learn to select,
acquire, and assign adequate resources for testing
tasks. You'll learn how to form, organize, and lead
testing teams, and master the organizing of
communication among the members of the testing
teams, and between the testing teams and all the
other stakeholders. Additionally, you'll learn how to
justify decisions and provide adequate reporting
information where applicable. With over thirty years
of software and systems engineering experience,
author Rex Black is President of RBCS, is a leader
in software, hardware, and systems testing, and is
the most prolific author practicing in the field of
software testing today. He has published a dozen
books on testing that have sold tens of thousands of
copies worldwide. He is past president of the
International Software Testing Qualifications Board
(ISTQB) and a director of the American Software
Testing Qualifications Board (ASTQB). This book will
help you prepare for the ISTQB Advanced Test
Manager exam. Included are sample exam
questions, at the appropriate level of difficulty, for
most of the learning objectives covered by the
ISTQB Advanced Level Syllabus. The ISTQB
certification program is the leading software tester
certification program in the world. With about
300,000 certificate holders and a global presence in
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over 50 countries, you can be confident in the value
and international stature that the Advanced Test
Manager certificate can offer you. This second
edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect the
new ISTQB Advanced Test Manager 2012 Syllabus,
and the latest ISTQB Glossary. This edition reflects
Rex Black's unique insights into these changes, as
he was one of the main participants in the ISTQB
Advanced Level Working Group"-How to Find and Fix the Killer Software Bugs that
Evade Conventional Testing In Exploratory Software
Testing, renowned software testing expert James
Whittaker reveals the real causes of today’s most
serious, well-hidden software bugs--and introduces
powerful new “exploratory” techniques for finding
and correcting them. Drawing on nearly two decades
of experience working at the cutting edge of testing
with Google, Microsoft, and other top software
organizations, Whittaker introduces innovative new
processes for manual testing that are repeatable,
prescriptive, teachable, and extremely effective.
Whittaker defines both in-the-small techniques for
individual testers and in-the-large techniques to
supercharge test teams. He also introduces a hybrid
strategy for injecting exploratory concepts into
traditional scripted testing. You’ll learn when to use
each, and how to use them all successfully. Concise,
entertaining, and actionable, this book introduces
robust techniques that have been used extensively
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by real testers on shipping software, illuminating
their actual experiences with these techniques, and
the results they’ve achieved. Writing for testers, QA
specialists, developers, program managers, and
architects alike, Whittaker answers crucial questions
such as: • Why do some bugs remain invisible to
automated testing--and how can I uncover them? •
What techniques will help me consistently discover
and eliminate “show stopper” bugs? • How do I
make manual testing more effective--and less boring
and unpleasant? • What’s the most effective highlevel test strategy for each project? • Which inputs
should I test when I can’t test them all? • Which test
cases will provide the best feature coverage? • How
can I get better results by combining exploratory
testing with traditional script or scenario-based
testing? • How do I reflect feedback from the
development process, such as code changes?
Software testing is one of the invisible jobs in the
software industry. Everyone has heard of computer
programmers but few people realize there are nearly as
many people behind the scenes with job titles such as
Software Tester, Software Quality Assurance Engineer,
Software Test Engineer, and Software Test Technician.
Microsoft alone hires hundreds of people for these
positions each year. There are also many companies
whose sole purpose is providing software test consulting
and software testing services. The first edition of
Software Testing was published in November 2000.
Although the processes and techniques used in testing
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computer software are timeless, this title will be brought
up-to-date by adding a chapter that specifically deals
with testing software for security bugs and revisiting the
rest of the book to update examples and references.
This book will teach you how to test computer software
under real-world conditions. The authors have all been
test managers and software development managers at
well-known Silicon Valley software companies.
Successful consumer software companies have learned
how to produce high-quality products under tight time
and budget constraints. The book explains the testing
side of that success. Who this book is for: * Testers and
Test Managers * Project Managers-Understand the
timeline, depth of investigation, and quality of
communication to hold testers accountable for. *
Programmers-Gain insight into the sources of errors in
your code, understand what tests your work will have to
pass, and why testers do the things they do. * StudentsTrain for an entry-level position in software development.
What you will learn: * How to find important bugs quickly
* How to describe software errors clearly * How to create
a testing plan with a minimum of paperwork * How to
design and use a bug-tracking system * Where testing
fits in the product development process * How to test
products that will be translated into other languages *
How to test for compatibility with devices, such as
printers * What laws apply to software quality
One-stop Guide to software testing types, software
errors, and planning process DESCRIPTION Software
testing is conducted to assist testers with information to
improvise the quality of the product under testing. The
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book primarily aims to present testing concepts,
principles, practices, methods cum approaches used in
practice. The book will help the readers to learn and
detect faults in software before delivering it to the end
user. The book is a judicious mix of software testing
concepts, principles, methodologies, and tools to
undertake a professional course in software testing. The
book will be a useful resource for students,
academicians, industry experts, and software architects
to learn artefacts of testing. Book discuss the foundation
and primary aspects connected to the world of software
testing, then it discusses the levels, types and
terminologies associated with software testing. In the
further chapters it will gives a comprehensive overview of
software errors faced in software testing as well as
various techniques for error detection, then the test case
development and security testing. In the last section of
the book discusses the defect tracking, test reports,
software automation testing using the Selenium tool and
then ISO/IEEE-based software testing standards. KEY
FEATURES Presents a comprehensive investigation
about the software testing approach in terms of
techniques, tools and standards Highlights test case
development and defect tracking In-depth coverage of
test reports development Covers the Selenium testing
tool in detail Comprehensively covers IEEE/ISO/IEC
software testing standards WHAT WILL YOU LEARN
With this book, the readers will be able to learn:
Taxonomy, principles and concepts connected to
software testing. Software errors, defect tracking, and
the entire testing process to create quality products.
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Generate test cases and reports for detecting errors,
bugs, and faults. Automation testing using the Selenium
testing tool. Software testing standards as per
IEEE/ISO/IEC to conduct standard and quality testing.
WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR The readers should have a
basic understanding of software engineering concepts,
object-oriented programming and basic programming
fundamentals. Table of Contents 1. Introduction to
Software Testing 2. Software Testing Levels, Types,
Terms, and Definitions 3. Software Errors 4. Test
Planning Process (According to IEEE standard 829) 5.
Test Case Development 6. Defect Tracking 7. Types of
Test Reports 8. Software Test Automation 9.
Understanding the Software Testing Standards
Decades of software testing experience condensed into
the most important lessons learned. The world's leading
software testing experts lend you their wisdom and years
of experience to help you avoid the most common
mistakes in testing software. Each lesson is an assertion
related to software testing, followed by an explanation or
example that shows you the how, when, and why of the
testing lesson. More than just tips, tricks, and pitfalls to
avoid, Lessons Learned in Software Testing speeds you
through the critical testing phase of the software
development project without the extensive trial and error
it normally takes to do so. The ultimate resource for
software testers and developers at every level of
expertise, this guidebook features: * Over 200 lessons
gleaned from over 30 years of combined testing
experience * Tips, tricks, and common pitfalls to avoid by
simply reading the book rather than finding out the hard
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way * Lessons for all key topic areas, including test
design, test management, testing strategies, and bug
reporting * Explanations and examples of each testing
trouble spot help illustrate each lesson's assertion
The second edition of High Voltage Test Techniques has
been completely revised. The present revision takes into
account the latest international developments in High
Voltage and Measurement technology, making it an
essential reference for engineers in the testing field. High
Voltage Technology belongs to the traditional area of
Electrical Engineering. However, this is not to say that
the area has stood still. New insulating materials,
computing methods and voltage levels repeatedly pose
new problems or open up methods of solution;
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) or components and
systems also demand increased attention. The authors
hope that their experience will be of use to students of
Electrical Engineering confronted with High Voltage
problems in their studies, in research and development
and also in the testing field. Benefit from a completely
revised edition Brings you up-to-date with th latest
international developments in High Voltage and
Measurement technology An essential reference for
engineers in the testing field
This edition of Foundations of Software Testing is aimed
at the undergraduate, the graduate students and the
practicing engineers. It presents sound engineering
approaches for test generation, ion, minimization,
assessment, and enhancement. Using numerous
examples, it offers a lucid description of a wide range of
simple to complex techniques for a variety of testingPage 18/30
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related tasks. It also discusses the comparative analyses
of commercially available testing tools to facilitate the
tool ion.
"Software Testing: Principles and Practices is a
comprehensive treatise on software testing. It provides a
pragmatic view of testing, addressing emerging areas
like extreme testing and ad hoc testing"--Resource
description page.
Quickly access 50 tips for software test engineers using
automated methods. The tips point to practices that save
time and increase the accuracy and reliability of
automated test techniques. Techniques that play well
during demos of testing tools often are not the optimal
techniques to apply on a running project. This book
highlights those differences, helping you apply
techniques that are repeatable and callable in
professionally run software development projects.
Emphasis is placed on creating tests that, while
automated, are easily adapted as the software under
construction evolves toward its final form. Techniques in
the book are arranged into five categories: scripting,
testing, the environment, running and logging of tests,
and reviewing of the results. Every automation engineer
sooner or later will face similar issues to the ones
covered in these categories, and you will benefit from the
simple and clear answers provided in this book. While
the focus of the book is on the use of automated tools,
the tips are not specific to any one vendor solution. The
tips cover general issues that are faced no matter the
specific tool, and are broadly applicable, often even to
manual testing efforts. What You'll Learn Employ bestPage 19/30
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practices in automated test design Write test scripts that
will easily be understood by others Choose the proper
environment for running automated tests Avoid
techniques that demo well, but do not scale in practice
Manage tests effectively, including testing of test scripts
themselves Know when to go beyond automation to
employ manual methods instead Who This Book Is For
Software test engineers working with automated testing
tools, and for developers working alongside testing
teams to create software products. The book will aid test
engineers, team leads, project managers, software
testers, and developers in producing quality software
more easily, and in less time.
In test driven development, you first write an executable test
ofwhat your application code must do. Only then do you write
thecode itself and, with the test spurring you on, you improve
yourdesign. In acceptance test driven development (ATDD),
you usethe same technique to implement product features,
benefiting fromiterative development, rapid feedback cycles,
and better-definedrequirements. TDD and its supporting tools
and techniques leadto better software faster. Test Driven
brings under one cover practical TDD techniquesdistilled from
several years of community experience. With examplesin
Java and the Java EE environment, it explores both the
techniquesand the mindset of TDD and ATDD. It uses
carefully chosen examplesto illustrate TDD tools and design
patterns, not in the abstractbut concretely in the context of the
technologies you face at work.It is accessible to TDD
beginners, and it offers effective and less wellknown
techniques to older TDD hands. Purchase of the print book
comes with an offer of a free PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook
from Manning. Also available is all code from the book.
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What's Inside Learn hands-on to test drive Java code How to
avoid common TDD adoption pitfalls Acceptance test driven
development and the Fit framework How to test Java EE
components-Servlets, JSPs, and SpringControllers Tough
issues like multithreaded programs and data access code
Professional testing of software is an essential task that
requires a profound knowledge of testing techniques. The
International Software Testing Qualifications Board (ISTQB)
has developed a universally accepted, international
qualification scheme aimed at software and system testing
professionals, and has created the Syllabi and Tests for the
"Certified Tester." Today about 300,000 people have taken
the ISTQB certification exams. The authors of Software
Testing Foundations, 4th Edition, are among the creators of
the Certified Tester Syllabus and are currently active in the
ISTQB. This thoroughly revised and updated fourth edition
covers the "Foundations Level" (entry level) and teaches the
most important methods of software testing. It is designed for
self-study and provides the information necessary to pass the
Certified Tester-Foundations Level exam, version 2011, as
defined by the ISTQB. Also in this new edition, technical
terms have been precisely stated according to the recently
revised and updated ISTQB glossary. Topics covered:
Fundamentals of Testing Testing and the Software Lifecycle
Static and Dynamic Testing Techniques Test Management
Test Tools Also mentioned are some updates to the syllabus
that are due in 2015.
This book introduces the fundamental ideas in testing theory,
testing techniques, testing practices and quality assurance.
Software Testing and Quality Assurance: Theory and Practice
covers the practices that support the production of quality
software, software testing techniques, life-cycle models for
requirements, defects, test cases, test results, test questions,
examples, teaching suggestions, and chapter summaries.
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Other topics covered are; software quality assurance (SQA),
SQA processes and metrics; the role of testing; basics of
program testing; theory of program testing; code review; unit
testing; test generation from control flow graphs, data flow
graphs, and program domains; system integration; system
testing; test execution; test automation; acceptance testing;
quality metrics and reliability models. For the 2nd edition, the
authors have included two major topics: (i) Boolean
expression testing; and (ii) testing without oracles.
Written by a leading expert in the field, this unique volume
contains current test design approaches and focuses only on
software test design. Copeland illustrates each test design
through detailed examples and step-by-step instructions.
This book teaches test managers what they need to know to
achieve advanced skills in test estimation, test planning, test
monitoring, and test control. Readers will learn how to define
the overall testing goals and strategies for the systems being
tested. This hands-on, exercise-rich book provides
experience with planning, scheduling, and tracking these
tasks. You'll be able to describe and organize the necessary
activities as well as learn to select, acquire, and assign
adequate resources for testing tasks. You'll learn how to form,
organize, and lead testing teams, and master the organizing
of communication among the members of the testing teams,
and between the testing teams and all the other stakeholders.
Additionally, you'll learn how to justify decisions and provide
adequate reporting information where applicable. With over
thirty years of software and systems engineering experience,
author Rex Black is President of RBCS, is a leader in
software, hardware, and systems testing, and is the most
prolific author practicing in the field of software testing today.
He has published a dozen books on testing that have sold
tens of thousands of copies worldwide. He is past president
of the International Software Testing Qualifications Board
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(ISTQB) and a director of the American Software Testing
Qualifications Board (ASTQB). This book will help you
prepare for the ISTQB Advanced Test Manager exam.
Included are sample exam questions, at the appropriate level
of difficulty, for most of the learning objectives covered by the
ISTQB Advanced Level Syllabus. The ISTQB certification
program is the leading software tester certification program in
the world. With about 300,000 certificate holders and a global
presence in over 50 countries, you can be confident in the
value and international stature that the Advanced Test
Manager certificate can offer you. This second edition has
been thoroughly updated to reflect the new ISTQB Advanced
Test Manager 2012 Syllabus, and the latest ISTQB Glossary.
This edition reflects Rex Black's unique insights into these
changes, as he was one of the main participants in the
ISTQB Advanced Level Working Group.
An updated edition of the best tips and tools to plan, build,
and execute a structured test operation In this update of his
bestselling book, Rex Black walks you through how to
develop essential tools and apply them to your test project.
He helps you master the basic tools, apply the techniques to
manage your resources, and give each area just the right
amount of attention so that you can successfully survive
managing a test project! Offering a thorough review of the
tools and resources you will need to manage both large and
small projects for hardware and software, this book prepares
you to adapt the concepts across a broad range of settings.
Simple and effective, the tools comply with industry standards
and bring you up to date with the best test management
practices and tools of leading hardware and software
vendors. Rex Black draws from his own numerous testing
experiences-- including the bad ones, so you can learn from
his mistakes-- to provide you with insightful tips in test project
management. He explores such topics as: Dates, budgets,
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and quality-expectations versus reality Fitting the testing
process into the overall development or maintenance process
How to choose and when to use test engineers and
technicians, contractors and consultants, and external test
labs and vendors Setting up and using an effective and
simple bug-tracking database Following the status of each
test case The companion Web site contains fifty tools,
templates, and case studies that will help you put these ideas
into action--fast!
This updated and reorganized Fifth edition of Software
Testing: A Craftsman's Approach applies the strong
mathematics content of previous editions to a coherent
treatment of software testing. Responding to instructor and
student survey input of previous editions, the authors have
streamlined chapters and examples. The Fifth Edition: Has a
new chapter on feature interaction testing that explores the
feature interaction problem and explains how to reduce tests
Uses Java instead of pseudo-code for all examples including
structured and object-oriented ones Presents model-based
development and provides an explanation of how to conduct
testing within model-based development environments
Explains testing in waterfall, iterative, and agile software
development projects Explores test-driven development,
reexamines all-pairs testing, and explains the four contexts of
software testing Thoroughly revised and updated, Software
Testing: A Craftsman’s Approach, Fifth Edition is sure to
become a standard reference for those who need to stay up
to date with evolving technologies in software testing.
Carrying on the tradition of previous editions, it is a valuable
reference for software testers, developers, and engineers.
This updated and reorganized fourth edition of Software
Testing: A Craftsman's Approach applies the strong
mathematics content of previous editions to a coherent
treatment of Model-Based Testing for both code-based
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(structural) and specification-based (functional) testing. These
techniques are extended from the usual unit testing
discussions to full coverage of less understood levels
integration and system testing. The Fourth Edition:
Emphasizes technical inspections and is supplemented by an
appendix with a full package of documents required for a
sample Use Case technical inspection Introduces an
innovative approach that merges the Event-Driven Petri Nets
from the earlier editions with the "Swim Lane" concept from
the Unified Modeling Language (UML) that permits modelbased testing for four levels of interaction among constituents
in a System of Systems Introduces model-based
development and provides an explanation of how to conduct
testing within model-based development environments
Presents a new section on methods for testing software in an
Agile programming environment Explores test-driven
development, reexamines all-pairs testing, and explains the
four contexts of software testing Thoroughly revised and
updated, Software Testing: A Craftsman’s Approach, Fourth
Edition is sure to become a standard reference for those who
need to stay up to date with evolving technologies in software
testing. Carrying on the tradition of previous editions, it will
continue to serve as a valuable reference for software testers,
developers, and engineers.

It is often assumed that software testing is based on
clearly defined requirements and software development
standards. However, testing is typically performed
against changing, and sometimes inaccurate,
requirements. The third edition of a bestseller, Software
Testing and Continuous Quality Improvement, Third
Edition provides a continuous quality framework for the
software testing process within traditionally structured
and unstructured environments. This framework aids in
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creating meaningful test cases for systems with evolving
requirements. This completely revised reference
provides a comprehensive look at software testing as
part of the project management process, emphasizing
testing and quality goals early on in development.
Building on the success of previous editions, the text
explains testing in a Service Orientated Architecture
(SOA) environment, the building blocks of a Testing
Center of Excellence (COE), and how to test in an agile
development. Fully updated, the sections on test effort
estimation provide greater emphasis on testing metrics.
The book also examines all aspects of functional testing
and looks at the relation between changing business
strategies and changes to applications in development.
Includes New Chapters on Process, Application, and
Organizational Metrics All IT organizations face software
testing issues, but most are unprepared to manage
them. Software Testing and Continuous Quality
Improvement, Third Edition is enhanced with an up-todate listing of free software tools and a question-andanswer checklist for choosing the best tools for your
organization. It equips you with everything you need to
effectively address testing issues in the most beneficial
way for your business.
Reliability and continuous availability have become
crucial for computer software in the information
economy. Well-publicized failures from both industry and
government have underscored the need for missioncritical software to be thoroughly tested before being
released into the marketplace. When it comes to
industrial-strength reliability, no computer system is more
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renowned than the mainframe. But for years the actual
approaches used to test mainframe software have been
kept under wraps. What techniques are used? How do
the teams in mainframe development labs test their
systems to ensure they will deliver such extreme levels
of robustness? How can these lessons be applied to
other software projects? Software Testing Techniques:
Finding the Defects that Matter answers these questions
and provides practical testing techniques for achieving
robust reliability with any large-scale software project.
Written in a friendly, accessible style, the book highlights
areas such as devising attacks to validate data integrity,
wreaking havoc to ensure recoverability, exploiting
virtualized environments to improve test efficiency, the
tug of war between finding defects and meeting
schedules, and approaches for emulating customer
environments to find the most critical defects. Focusing
on real-life techniques illustrated through examples and
case studies gleaned from the authors' experiences with
large server testing and operation, software engineers
will discover tried and true techniques that are used for
testing multimillion-dollar commercial software products.
From a leading expositor of testing methods, a practical,
comprehensive, hands-on guide to the state-of-the-art
black-box testing techniques This book fills a longstanding need in the software and general systems
development communities to make the essential aspects
of black-box testing available in one comprehensive
work. Written by one of the world's most respected
figures in the field of testing, it is both a valuable working
resource for independent testers and programmers and
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an excellent practical introduction for students. Dr. Boris
Beizer clearly explains the principles behind behavioral
testing in general and behind the most important blackbox testing techniques in use today, which involve
testing a system based on its desired behavior or
function and for conformance to its specifications. Then,
with fully worked examples, he leads you step-by-step
from specifications to finished test cases. Complete
coverage of all important test techniquesæincluding
those that apply to object-oriented software * Up-todateæincluding the most recent breakthroughs in domain
testing that now make this technique available to the
working tester with no tools needed beyond a calculator
or spreadsheet * Examples based on the popular off-theshelf tax preparation packages let you try the techniques
on your favorite tax software * Includes all necessary IRS
tax forms * Self-evaluation quizzes help you evaluate
your understanding of the material
A groundbreaking, example driven, and practical
oriented approach to software testing techniques and
principles. This book offers a unique approach to
learning software application testing, appropriate for
students in computer sciences and related fields, quality
engineers and software developers.In this book, software
test cases are formally defined, software testing
techniques are presented, and crucial strategies,
principles, and practices one can follow in real life
scenarios are discussed. The author tries to present
simple and clear concepts, and then systematically
advance from basic concepts to testing techniques and
principles with abundant examples in order to help the
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readers to understand the theories, techniques, and
principles easily. The common techniques that are most
useful in practice based on industry experiences are
discussed in this book. The main techniques discussed
extensively are equivalence partitions, combinatorial
testing, decision table testing, and various structural
testing techniques. Basic testing principles and
regression testing are covered in part 3 of the book, with
two case studies to apply some of the basic techniques
and principles discussed in the book. Performance
testing is also covered in great details with three real life
case studies. The author also defined test cases and
types of testing in a new original and fundamental way
which are never published anywhere else. This book is
targeted mainly to software quality engineers but should
be valuable to software developers and other IT
personals. The book is written in a textbook style, and
there are also numerous exercise problems at the end of
most chapters, especially the ones on testing
techniques, and it's designed to be used as a reference
or a textbook to students who are taking classes in
software testing related subjects.
Whether it's software, a cell phone, or a refrigerator, your
customer wants - no, expects - your product to be easy
to use. This fully revised handbook provides clear, stepby-step guidelines to help you test your product for
usability. Completely updated with current industry best
practices, it can give you that all-important marketplace
advantage: products that perform the way users expect.
You'll learn to recognize factors that limit usability,
decide where testing should occur, set up a test plan to
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assess goals for your product's usability, and more.
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